State Property Accounting (SPA) announced class code changes effective September 1st. A document summarizing these changes is available on their website, *SPA Class Code Changes for Fiscal 2014*.

Changes include:

- **Printers removed from controlled asset list**
  - TAMU, TAMUS, TAMUG, TAMUSRS, TAMUOTC will NO LONGER add printers to inventory costing less than $5,000. Additionally those printers currently on inventory in controlled class code 578801 will be dropped
    - Effective FY14, begin using expense code 5760, PC Peripherals/Add Ons/Printers $0 - $4,999.99, for printers under $5,000. (The description will be updated to include printers.)
    - Online description for subcode 5788 will be updated to indicate printers are now agency controlled (some other agencies may choose to control)

- **Tablets (iPads) added to the controlled asset list**
  - FFX class code 578707 updated
    - Description changed to “SMARTPHONE/TABLET/OTHER $500-4999.99”
    - This is a change in class code from 578704 or 05 (laptop computers)
  - Existing tablets will be moved from class code 578704 & 05 to 578707

- **Class Codes Deleted/Consolidated with Other Codes**
  - Four Class Codes will be deleted
  - Eleven class codes have been consolidated with existing class codes
    - A list is available on the Property Management website titled *Class Code Changes Effective September 2013 (FY14)*
    - Any assets in a deleted class code will be moved to the consolidated code

- **Description Changes**
  - Twenty three descriptions were changed
    - A list is available on the Property Management website

- **Useful life changes, effective for assets purchased in FY 2014 and forward**
  - The useful life changed on 63 class codes
    - A list is available on the Property Management website